In this paper, we research the linkage between the equity ownership and debt ratios as to the corporations in the Nikkei 225 stock index in Japan. The findings with regard to the Nikkei 225 firms from our investigations are as follows. First, we clarify that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies are strongly negative. Second, we also reveal that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations are strongly positive. Third, we further derive that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders are generally negative.
Introduction
Is corporate equity ownership related to the corporate capital structure? If larger shares are held by foreign companies or investors, outside governance would be strong, and then because of the pressure to maintain their high financial strength, is capital adequacy ratio higher in such firms? On the other hand, if larger shares are held by the domestic companies stably, outside governance would be weak, and as a result, is capital adequacy ratio lower in such firms? If this kind of mechanism and prediction hold, corporate equity ownership and capital structure shall be strongly related.
With respect to the related preceding studies, conflicts of interest between managers and outside shareholders lie at the heart of the corporate governance literature as the famous papers by Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Shleifer and Vishny (1986) demonstrated. While there exists the literature with regard to the effects of ownership on corporate performance as Morck et al. (1988) , McConnell and Servaes (1990) , and Himmelberg et al. (1999) exhibited, however, the linkage between ownership structure and corporate leverage remains largely uninvestigated. Further, although there are recent international researches in this area such as those by Baker and Wurgler (2002) for US firms, Short et al. (2002) for UK firms, Brailsford et al. (2002) for Australian firms, and King and Santor (2008) for Canadian firms. However, according to our reviews of existing literature, there seems to be little study as to the linkage between corporate leverage and the corporate equity ownership by focusing on the states of Japan. Hence presenting the empirical results by utilizing the Japanese data is meaningful to contribute to the body of the academic international researches described above.
Considering the states of the preceding studies as reviewed above and our motivation, our objective in this paper is for empirically exploring the linkage between equity ownership and corporate capital structure. More specifically, the focus of our study is on the equity ownership and the corporate debt ratios with regard to the corporations in the Nikkei 225 stock index in Japan. The contributions derived from our studies can be summarized as follows. First, our investigations find that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies are strongly negative. Second, we reveal that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations are strongly positive. Third, we also derive that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders are generally negative. Finally, we evidence that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of board of the directors are unclear. documents our empirical evidence and the interpretations, and Section 5 summarizes the paper.
Several Discussions
First, we attempt to discuss the relationship between equity ownership and corporate debt ratios from several viewpoints in this section. We note that the Japanese firms have such a well-known characteristic as cross-shareholding, thus it is particularly important to consider the effects of equity ownership structure on corporate financial structure in Japan. First, if the shareholding ratios of foreign companies or investors are higher, the firms would be tightly watched by the so-called smart money, thus the firms would be considered to have sound financial stability or solvency. As a result, the firms therefore would have higher capital adequacy ratios, namely lower debt ratios. Next, with regard to the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations, the higher values of the ratios mean the higher cross-shareholdings, which are one of the outstanding characteristics of the corporate ownership in Japan. In general, the firm with higher ratio of the cross-shareholdings would be less exposed to the market monitoring, thus motivation of building sound financial structure would be relatively low. As a result, the firms with high shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations would have low capital adequacy ratios, namely high debt ratios.
Further, regarding the shareholding ratio of the 10 largest shareholders, it would be similar to the cross-shareholding ratio. Namely, the higher shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders would mean lower capital soundness and higher debt ratios from the viewpoint of outside governance. Finally, regarding the shareholding ratio of board of the directors, if the board of directors is highly motivated for managing companies successfully by possessing larger portion of their firms, it would lead the higher capital adequacy ratio. On the other hand, however, if the larger shareholdings by the board of the directors function as the cross-shareholdings argued above, it may lead to higher debt ratios because of the weak outside governance. Hence the direction of the effects of shareholdings of the board of the directors on capital structure should be examined by data to understand the states of the real-world.
As discussed above, some reasonable relations between corporate equity ownership and the capital structure are derived; however, it needs careful empirical examinations to verify the actual relations in the real-world. Hence, from the next section, we attempt to perform the empirical analyses on this issue by using the data of the Japanese firms.
Data and Models
The data used in this study are the corporate balanced and unbalanced panel data. Our sample period spans from 1986 to 2011 (fiscal year). Our focus is on the firms in the Nikkei 225, whose data are available for constructing all variables, and our data for the analyses in this paper are supplied by the Quick Corp. In addition, this paper utilizes the balanced and unbalanced pooled regression models. In our models, as we describe in details later, the dependent variables are the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (book-value) ratio (the variable, D/A(t+1)) and the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (market-value) ratio (the variable, D/V(t+1)). The total market-value asset here is total book-value asset minus shareholders' equity (book-value) plus market capitalization of the firm.
Next, we use four independent variables: our explanatory variables are as follows. First, 1) EOH denotes the number of shares held by the board of the directors to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year. Second, 2) OWN denotes the number of shares held by the 10 largest shareholders to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year. Third, 3) DGCH denotes the number of shares held by the domestic non-financial corporations to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year. Finally, 4) FCH denotes the number of shares held by foreign companies to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year.
As for the other explanatory variables, we employ two sets of controlling variables. 1) Our first set includes SIZE, PPE/A, M/B, and EBITDA/A. Explaining in order, SIZE denotes the market capitalization of the firm, PPE/A denotes the ratio of the amount of tangible fixed assets minus depreciations to total assets, and M/B is the total market-value asset to total book-value asset ratio. Total market-value asset here is total book-value asset minus shareholders' equity (book-value) plus market capitalization of the firm. Moreover, EBITDA/A is the earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) to total book-value asset ratio. Further, 2) our second set of controlling variables includes logS, logA, DP/A, and DIV/BE. Explaining in order, logS denotes the logarithm of sales and logA denotes the logarithm of total asset (book-value). In addition, DP/A denotes the depreciation to total asset (book-value) ratio and DIV/BE means the yearly dividend amount to shareholders' equity (book-value) ratio. All controlling variables employed in this paper follow the study of Baker and Wurgler (2002) .
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Next, the second model is to test the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (book-value) ratio with the second set of controlling variables:
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Further, the third model is to test the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (market-value) ratio, D/V(t+1), with the first set of controlling variables as the following pooled regression (3):
The final model is to test the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (market-value) ratio with the second set of controlling variables as the following pooled regression (4):
In models (1) to (4), the expression of OWNER in our regressions means the variable, EOH, OWN, DGCH, and FCH. Namely, we implement these regressions by exchanging the variable expressed as OWNER for EOH, OWN, DGCH, and FCH, respectively. As we mentioned, we test these four models by balanced and unbalanced panel regressions. debt (book-value) to total asset (book-value) ratio and D/V(t+1) denotes the next year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (market-value) ratio. Total market-value asset here is total book-value asset minus shareholders' equity (book-value) plus market capitalization of the firm.
Further, SIZE denotes the market capitalization of the firm, PPE/A denotes the ratio of the amount of tangible fixed asset minus depreciations to total asset, and M/B is the total market-value asset to total book-value asset ratio. Again, total market-value asset is total book-value asset minus shareholders' equity (book-value) plus market capitalization of the firm. Moreover, EBITDA/A is the EBITDA to total book-value asset ratio, logS means the logarithm of sales, and logA denotes the logarithm of total asset. In addition, DP/A denotes the depreciations to total asset (book-value) ratio and DIV/BE is the yearly dividend amount to shareholders' equity (book-value) ratio. Further, EOH denotes the number of shares held by the board of the directors to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, OWN denotes the number of shares held by the 10 largest shareholders to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, DGCH denotes the number of shares held by the domestic non-financial corporations to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, and FCH denotes the number of shares held by foreign companies to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year. year's total debt (book-value) to total asset (book-value) ratio. With regard to the independent variables, SIZE means the market capitalization of the firm, PPE/A denotes the ratio of the amount of tangible fixed assets minus depreciations to total assets, and M/B is the total market-value asset to total book-value asset ratio. Total market-value asset here is total book-value asset minus shareholders' equity (book-value) plus market capitalization of the firm. Moreover, EBITDA/A denotes the EBITDA to total book-value asset ratio, logS is the logarithm of sales, and logA denotes the logarithm of total asset. In addition, DP/A denotes the depreciation to total asset (book-value) ratio and DIV/BE means the yearly dividend amount to shareholders' equity (book-value) ratio. Further, EOH denotes the number of shares held by the board of the directors to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, OWN denotes the number of shares held by the 10 largest shareholders to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, DGCH denotes the number of shares held by the domestic non-financial corporations to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year, and FCH denotes the number of shares held by foreign companies to the total shares issued at the end of the fiscal year. Furthermore, Obs. (Panel) denotes the number of pooled data; Adj.R 2 means the value of the adjusted R-squared. Moreover, ***, **, and * denote the statistically significant coefficients at the 1% level, 5% level, and 10% level, respectively.
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Empirical Evidence and the Interpretations
This section documents our data characteristics, empirical results, and their interpretations. The descriptive statistics as to our variables regarding the firms in the Nikkei 225 stock index in Japan are firstly displayed in Table 1 . They are the statistics as to the pooled firm data; the sample period spans from 1986 to 2011 (fiscal year). Table 1 enables us to survey the statistical data characteristics. As Table 1 shows, in the case of the balanced panel, the numbers of the stacked data are in time-series, 26-years, in cross-section, 107, and 2782 pooled data in total.
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International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 6, No. 3; 2014 Next, we show the results from our unbalanced pooled regressions with regard to the linkage between equity ownership and the following year's first type of corporate leverage (calculated as the total book-value liability to the total book-value asset ratio) and the relationship between equity ownership and the following year's second type of corporate leverage (calculated as the total book-value liability to the total market-value asset ratio) in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. Moreover, in Tables 4 and 5 , the estimation results from our balanced pooled regressions regarding the linkage between equity ownership and the following year's first type of corporate leverage (calculated as the total book-value liability to the total book-value asset ratio) and the relationship between equity ownership and the following year's second type of corporate leverage (calculated as the total book-value liability to the total market-value asset ratio) are respectively displayed. We firstly understand from Tables 2 and 3 that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies (FCH) are statistically significantly negative, and the relations are very strong. Second, we also understand that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations (DGCH) are statistically significantly positive, and the relations are also very strong. Third, the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders (OWN) are negative although the relations are not so statistically robust in our case of the unbalanced panel analyses. Finally, the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of board of the directors (EOH) are negative, and the relations are not perfectly statistically significant in our case of the unbalanced panel analyses.
Further, from the evidence shown in Tables 4 and 5 , it is firstly understood that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies (FCH) are again statistically significantly negative, and the relations are very strong. Second, we also understand that the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations (DGCH) are statistically significantly positive, and the relations are again very strong. Third, the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders (OWN) are negative, and the relations are statistically significant in the case of the balanced panel. Finally, the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of board of the directors (EOH) are unclear in our case of the balanced panel analyses.
Next is the interpretation of our results. First, the strong negative relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies (FCH) would mean that foreign companies choose the firms whose financial strengths are high. This evidence would be also because of the stronger outside governance effect in our context. Second, the strong positive relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations (DGCH) would imply that high cross-shareholding companies' financial strengths from the viewpoint of capital adequacy are not high. This evidence would also indicate the weaker outside corporate governance in such firms in our context. Third, although not strong but generally negative relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders (OWN) would indicate that the firms whose ownership is largely shared by the stable shareholders have relatively high capital adequacy ratio; hence we cannot affirm that the corporate governance is weak in companies highly owned by the stable shareholders. Finally, the unclear relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of board of the directors (EOH) would show the unclearness of larger shareholdings by executives for the effective corporate management and governance.
Summary and Conclusions
This study explored the linkage between equity ownership and the corporate debt ratios of the firms in the Nikkei 225 stock index in Japan. We firstly clarified that 1) the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of foreign companies were strongly negative. Second, we revealed that 2) the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the domestic non-financial corporations were strongly positive. Third, we also found that 3) the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of the 10 largest shareholders were generally negative. Finally, we derived that 4) the relations between debt ratios and the shareholding ratios of board of the directors were unclear. As our evidence shows, the corporate equity ownership shall be one of the significant determinants of the capital structure in Japan. Therefore, we consider that investigating other ownership factors by using broader samples may be our future another work.
